A D R I V I NG EX PERIE NCE TO
CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS

TH E JAGUAR
L A ND ROVE R
I CE AC AD E MY
CHALLENGE
YO UR LIM ITS

At the very edge of the Arctic Circle, in the heart of Swedish
Lapland lies Arjeplog, home to the Jaguar Land Rover
extreme-cold climate testing facility. It’s here that we push
our vehicles to the limit in our relentless pursuit of excellence.
Now it’s your turn. Join us at the Jaguar Land Rover Ice
Academy on one of our two or three day ice driving courses
in this breathtakingly beautiful sub-zero Arctic wilderness.

Experience the outstanding performance of the Jaguar F-TYPE
and F-PACE as well as the dynamic capabilities of the
Range Rover Sport over specially prepared ice tracks on a
vast frozen lake. Our expert instructors will take your driving
skills to another level, giving you the confidence to put some
of the world’s most capable and refined vehicles through their
paces in some of the world’s most demanding conditions.

I CE D RIVE
I TINERARY
3 nights, 2 days driving
Friday - Monday

€2,490

DAY 1
Arrive at Arvidsjaur Airport at the edge of the Arctic Circle,
where you’ll be greeted by a member of our team and driven
to the Hotel Silverhatten, a traditional Swedish hotel high on
a hillside with inspiring views over Lake Hornavan.
After welcome drinks and a chance to meet your fellow drivers,
there’ll be an initial briefing followed by a delicious dinner in the
Silverhatten restaurant as you watch the sun slip below the
horizon beyond the vast frozen lakes.
DAY 2
This is where the action really starts. You’ll come face to face
with extreme winter driving on the ice tracks. A short briefing
from your instructors, followed by a chance to familiarise
yourself with the vehicles. And your first drive on the ice.
You’ll start with learning how to maintain a constant skid
angle and how to exit a drift under control. You’ll soon move
on to the figure of eight circuit to practice linking your drifts
together. Lunch will be served in the specially built Jaguar
Land Rover cabin on the banks of the lake, where you’ll have
a much needed chance to catch your breath and sample
some local delicacies.

Then it’s straight back on the ice for the dynamic slalom
and precision drifting. By the end of the day you’ll have
a feel for the ice and be drifting with real confidence.
Back at the hotel, enjoy pre-dinner drinks at the dedicated
Jaguar Land Rover Tipi Lounge and share stories over a wonderful
three-course dinner, where you’ll be able to try local specialities
such as reindeer steaks with lingonberry sauce.
DAY 3
After your morning briefing and a short refresher on the
skills from the previous day, you’ll progress to the more
advanced handling circuits. Here you’ll tackle longer,
more challenging tracks. Tighter turns will require greater
drifting accuracy, more precision, more control and greater
reading of the driving lines.
Lunch is served at the Jaguar Land Rover cabin, before a tour
of the secret Jaguar Land Rover winter testing facility and an
exciting off-road drive. You’ll have a chance to experience the
true off-road capability of the Range Rover Sport, as you learn
how to tackle steep snow covered slopes and frozen ruts on
our off-road trail.

I CE DRIVE
I TINERARY

DAY 3 (CONTINUED)
Then we’re back onto the frozen lake for you to hone your
ice-driving techniques. This is where all your new skills come
together, as you master the tight slippery bends and epic power
slides with confidence and composure.
You’ll finish the day with a white-knuckle ride as one of our
pro-drivers takes you on a few exhilarating passenger laps
of the track.
For pre-dinner drinks, it’s off to the amazing, other-worldly
Iglootel, followed by an authentic farewell dinner at Tipi Ulak,
a quaint wooden cabin on the edge of the pine forest.
Reminisce and share stories of your amazing experience
around the cosy log fire.

DAY 4
Before you leave Arjeplog, depending on your flight schedule,
you will have the opportunity to take part in one of the optional
activities (extra charge applicable): either hurtling through the
pristine forests on a snowmobile, or a once-in-a-lifetime husky
sleigh through the Arctic wilderness.
We transfer you to the airport, and wish you a safe flight home.

I CE D RIVE +
I TINERARY
4 nights, 3 days driving
Monday – Friday

€3,490

DAY 1
Arrive at Arvidsjaur Airport at the edge of the Arctic Circle,
where you’ll be greeted by a member of our team and driven
to the Hotel Silverhatten, a traditional Swedish hotel high on
a hillside with inspiring views over Lake Hornavan.
After welcome drinks, and a chance to meet your fellow drivers,
there’ll be an initial briefing followed by a delicious dinner in the
Silverhatten restaurant. Relax and watch the sun slip below the
horizon beyond the vast frozen lakes.
DAY 2
This is where the action really starts. You’ll come face to face
with extreme winter driving on the ice tracks. A short briefing
from your instructors, followed by a chance to familiarise yourself
with the vehicles. And your first drive on the ice. You’ll start with
learning how to maintain a constant skid angle and how to exit
a drift under control. You’ll soon move on to the figure of eight
circuit to practice linking your drifts together.

Lunch will be served in the specially built Jaguar Land Rover
cabin on the banks of the lake, where you’ll have a much needed
chance to catch your breath and sample some local delicacies.
Then it’s straight back on the ice for dynamic slalom and precision
drifting. By the end of the day you’ll have a feel for the ice and be
drifting with real confidence.
Back at the hotel, enjoy pre-dinner drinks in the dedicated
Jaguar Land Rover Tipi Lounge and share stories over a wonderful
three course dinner, where you’ll be able to try local specialities
such as reindeer steaks with lingonberry sauce.

I CE DRIVE +
I TINERARY

DAY 3
After a refresher on the skills from the previous day, you’ll progress
to the more advanced handling circuits. Here you’ll tackle longer,
more challenging tracks. Tighter turns will require greater drifting
accuracy, more precision, more control and reading of the
driving lines.
Lunch is served at the Jaguar Land Rover cabin, before a tour
of the secret Jaguar Land Rover winter testing facility and an
exciting off-road drive. You’ll have a chance to experience the true
off-road capability of the Range Rover Sport, as you learn how
to tackle steep snow-covered slopes and frozen ruts on our
off-road trail. Then we're back onto the frozen lake to hone your
ice-driving techniques.
Return to the hotel in the evening for a delicious well deserved
dinner with drinks, and a chance to regale the day's exploits.
DAY 4
After your morning briefing you’ll be able to push yourself to your
limits on the various handling circuits. This is where all your
new skills come together, with tight slippery bends and epic
power slides.

After lunch at the Jaguar Land Rover cabin, you’ll get to
experience the higher-powered vehicles, using your new found
skills to master the handling circuits with confidence and composure.
You’ll finish the day with a white-knuckle ride as one of our
pro-drivers takes you for a few exhilarating passenger laps
of the track.
For pre-dinner drinks, it’s off to the amazing, other-worldly
Iglootel, followed by an authentic farewell dinner at Tipi Ulak,
a quaint and cosy wooden cabin on the edge of the pine forest.
Reminisce and share stories of your amazing experience around
the cosy log fire.
DAY 5
Before you leave Arjeplog, depending on your flight schedule,
you will have the opportunity to take part in one of the
optional activities (extra charge applicable): either hurtling
through the pristine forests on a snowmobile, or a once-in-alifetime husky sleigh through the Arctic wilderness.
We transfer you to the airport, and wish you a safe flight home.

A V ERY WARM
W ELCOME TO
SW EDEN

Set in acres of snowy Arctic wilderness in northern Sweden,
the charming Hotel Silverhatten will be your base for your trip.
Rest and relax in comfort with traditional Swedish cuisine and
stunning views of the forests and lakes. You will be hosted by
our friendly team who are dedicated to making your stay
thoroughly enjoyable and memorable.
THE TRIP OF A LIFETIME JUST GOT BETTER
On your final day with us, we highly recommend taking one
of our unique optional activities.

SNOWMOBILE TOUR
This guided snowmobile tour is the perfect finish to your
experience as you power through the snowy landscape on
motorised sleds, exploring the wonderful Arctic scenery
first hand.
HUSKY TOUR
If it’s wilderness you’re after, this is the activity for you.
A team of boundlessly energetic husky dogs, whipping your
sled through the stunning snow-bound forests and frozen lakes.

JAGU AR
L A N D ROVE R
I C E ACADEM Y
FAQs

WHO OPERATES THE JAGUAR LAND ROVER
ICE ACADEMY?
The Jaguar Land Rover Ice Academy is operated by Zerotwonine
GmbH who are licenced and authorised by Jaguar Land Rover
to organise and provide the contracted services for participants.
The drive programme is delivered by qualified Jaguar Land Rover
Experience driving instructors and uses the latest Jaguar and
Land Rover vehicles. An on-site manager will also oversees all
aspects of your driving experience to ensure it runs smoothly.

WHOM CAN I CONTACT IF I REQUIRE ASSISTANCE
WITH FLIGHT BOOKINGS OR TRAVEL INSURANCE?
Flights and travel insurance do not form part of your Ice
Academy booking, but Zerotwonine GmbH, can assist you
with booking these separately if required. Zerotwonine can
be contacted as follows:
E-mail: jlriceacademy@029-travel.com
or Telephone: +49 69 460 97 47 47 (09h00 – 18h00 (CET),
Monday to Friday. Local operator charges may apply).

DO I NEED TO PURCHASE EXTRA INSURANCE
TO BE ABLE TO DRIVE?
Additional vehicle insurance is not required but it is mandatory
for guests to purchase a comprehensive travel insurance policy.
Travel insurance can be purchased via Zerotwonine GmbH.
E-mail: jlriceacademy@029-travel.com
or Telephone: +49 69 460 97 47 47 (09h00 – 18h00 (CET),
Monday to Friday. Local operator charges may apply).

DO I REQUIRE A VISA?
Most countries outside of the EU require a visa for travel to
Sweden and the EU. Kindly contact your local consulate to
check on your specific requirements. Should you require an
invitation to receive your visa, kindly inform Zerotwonine
GmbH who will provide you with this.

WHAT ISN’T INCLUDED IN THE PRICE OF
THE DRIVING EXPERIENCE?
Flights, meals and drinks that are not specified in the
programme, visa fees (if applicable), travel insurance,
snowmobile tour, husky tour and any pre or post-trip
arrangements that deviate from the itinerary.

WHAT IS THE MINIMUM AGE FOR PARTICIPATION?
Minimum participation age is 23 years.
Please visit www.jaguar.com/jlriceacademy.com
or www.landrover.com/jlriceacademy.com for
a comprehensive list of FAQs and more information.

TE RMS &
COND I TIONS
JAGUAR LAND ROVER ICE ACADEMY TERMS & CONDITIONS
These terms and conditions apply to all participants in the Jaguar Land Rover Ice
Academy in 2017 taking place in Arjeplog, Sweden. By accepting these terms
electronically via the online booking system or otherwise confirming your acceptance
of them in writing, you agree to be bound by them. Please ensure you read them
carefully and raise any questions you may have before you make your booking.
IMPORTANT NOTE The Jaguar Land Rover Ice Academy is operated by
zerotwonine GmbH, based at Stephanstrasse 1, Frankfurt, 60313, Germany.
zerotwonine is licenced and authorised by Jaguar Land Rover to organise and
provide the contracted services for participants in the Jaguar Land Rover Ice
Academy under the Jaguar Land Rover brand and using Jaguar Land Rover trade
marks. When you make a booking for the Ice Academy, you will enter into a
contract with zerotwonine GmbH. zerotwonine is contractually responsible for all
aspects of the operation of the Ice Academy in accordance with these terms and
conditions including the vehicles and driving instructors, which are provided by
Jaguar Land Rover. The same position applies to the booking of any optional
activities such as snowmobile or husky tours. You will have a contract with
zerotwonine GmbH for any such activities. No contract will exist between you
and Jaguar Land Rover in respect of any aspect of the Ice Academy including any
optional activities.

acknowledged and accepted the inherent risks involved in the Ice Academy
Experience and, where booked, the optional activities.
2. Booking your Experience
You may book through the Jaguar and Land Rover websites. Alternatively, if you
have any prebooking questions and/or would like to book by telephone, please
contact zerotwonine GmbH on +49 69 460 97 47 47 (09h00-18h00 CET, Monday
to Friday, local operator and service fees may apply) or by e-mail to
jlriceacademy@029-travel.com.
Full payment for your Experience is due at the time of booking. Any optional
activities booked must also be paid for in full at the time the booking is made.
Payment is required in euros and may be made by credit or debit card through
PayPal or by bank transfer (details on request). Any fees or charges involved in
making payment will be your responsibility.

In these terms, the following words and expressions have the following meanings;-

3. Your contract
Your contract with zerotwonine for your Experience and any optional activities
booked comes into existence when we issue your booking confirmation. Where
optional activities are booked separately to your Experience, a separate booking
confirmation for these will be issued. Please check your booking confirmation
carefully immediately on receipt and let us know straight away if any information
appears to be incorrect or incomplete.

Ice Academy and Ice Academy Experience – the driving course including use of
the vehicles and expert instruction, accommodation, meals, drinks and
refreshments, transfers and all other services, which form part of the contracted
arrangements as more specifically referred to in these terms

4. Participation requirements
A. Licence / driving experience / age requirements
In order to participate in the Ice Academy, you must meet the following
requirements on arrival;

Jaguar Land Rover – Jaguar Land Rover Limited
optional activities – the optional activities which are available to book in advance
of arrival at the Ice Academy in addition to the Ice Academy Experience including
the snowmobile tour and husky tour participant and you – each individual who
participates in the Ice Academy and participants means all such individuals or any
of them as the context requires or permits
participation requirements – the requirements set out in clause 4 of these terms
terms – these terms and conditions
we, us and our – zerotwonine GmbH
your Experience – your individual booking and participation in the Ice Academy
including, where booked, any optional activities
zerotwonine - zerotwonine GmbH as referred to above
1. Nature and requirements of the Ice Academy Experience
Participation in the Jaguar Land Rover Ice Academy involves driving in exceptional
conditions where there are inherent risks of death and personal injury to you and
damage to your property. These terms set out the requirements with which you
must comply in order to participate and the other terms and conditions applicable
to your contract with zerotwonine. By making your booking, you are taken to have

1. Y
 ou hold a full, valid and current UK / EU or equivalent driving licence and are
not disqualified from driving. If you hold a UK licence, you will be sent a web
link to follow in order to verify the status of your licence. If your licence was
issued outside the UK, you will be required to complete a driving licence
declaration form at your welcome briefing. All parts of the driving licence
must be brought with you to the Ice Academy and be available on arrival.
Photocopies are not acceptable. International driving licences or permits will
only be valid when accompanied by a national driving licence;
2. You are at least 23 years of age;
3. You have at least three (3) years uninterrupted driving experience on a full
licence without a conviction for any driving offence or serious accident
(which includes any accident involving any form of personal injury) in the
last two (2) years;
4. You have no more than 6 current penalty points (or equivalent / similar form
of sanction) on your licence in order to participate in any on-road
requirements of the course. You must notify us if you have more than 6
penalty points on your driving licence at the time of booking or acquire any
penalty points between booking and arrival at the Ice Academy which means
you have more than 6 penalty points on your driving licence; and
5. Y
 ou are not aware of any circumstances, which will or may result in your
being disqualified from driving.

B. Physical health
In order to participate in the Ice Academy, you must meet the following
requirements on arrival and, where applicable, throughout your Experience;
1. Your eyesight (with glasses or contact lenses where worn) meets the
standard applicable for driving in Sweden;
2. Y
 ou are not suffering from any medical condition, disability or other
impairment, which will or may affect your ability to drive safely during the Ice
Academy (taking account of the exceptional driving conditions, which will be
experienced) where we have not confirmed in writing at the time of booking
or otherwise in advance of your arrival at the Ice Academy that the condition,
disability or other impairment will not prevent your participation. If you suffer
from any such condition, disability or other impairment, you must provide us
with full and accurate details at the time of booking or as soon as you
become aware of the same if later, together with any other relevant
information (such as any assistance or adjustments, which may be required)
including any which we may reasonably request. We may require you to
provide a certificate from your doctor to confirm that any medical condition,
disability or other impairment from which you are suffering will not affect
your ability to participate in the Ice Academy and drive safely which, if
applicable, must be produced in advance and on arrival at the Ice Academy;
3. You are not taking any medication (whether or not prescribed) which will or
may affect or impair your ability to drive safely during the Ice Academy
(taking account of the exceptional driving conditions which will be
experienced). This includes any medication where you are advised or
recommended not to drive while taking. If you are in any doubt, please
contact us with details of the medication concerned so we can confirm the
position;
4. You are not be suffering from any medical condition, disability or other
impairment which precludes you from taking part in the Ice Academy
Experience or means the Ice Academy Experience may not be suitable for
you or where participation would be against medical advice. Such medical
conditions are likely to include back and heart problems. In addition,
you are recommended not to participate if you are pregnant.
C. Requirements during the Ice Academy Experience
At all times during the Ice Academy Experience, you must meet the following
requirements;
1. You must follow and comply with all instructions you are given and rules
notified to you and behave in a safe, appropriate and prudent manner
and with the requisite amount of consideration for the other participants
and all staff;
2. Y
 ou must not drive or attempt to drive under the influence of any alcohol
or drugs or other substance which may affect your ability to drive safely
(including medication with which you are recommended not to drive
while taking);
3. You must at all times exercise the necessary and high degree of
care and attention whilst driving or otherwise participating in the
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Ice Academy Experience;
4. While driving or being driven, you must at all times wear the safety
restraint belt and any other safety equipment provided;
5. Y
 ou must not smoke or use any mobile phone, tablet or similar device
while in any vehicle;
6. You will be responsible for the safekeeping of any property (such as cameras,
glasses, wallets and so on) you bring with you to the Ice Academy; and
7. You must comply with all applicable motoring laws and regulations and
be responsible for any speeding and parking fines incurred whilst driving
a vehicle on any public road.
D. Breach of participation requirements
If, in our reasonable opinion, you breach or have breached or we become aware that
you have failed to satisfy any of the participation requirements at any stage,
including on arrival at the Ice Academy or during the Ice Academy Experience, we
will be entitled to cancel your booking and terminate your participation or further
participation in the Ice Academy Experience. For the avoidance of doubt and without
limitation, this entitlement arises where in the reasonable opinion of an instructor or
any other member of staff, you are unable or unwilling to follow and comply with
instructions and/or safety rules or behave in an unacceptable or unreasonable
manner. We also have the right to terminate, curtail or suspend your driving of any
vehicle in the event that you are involved in an accident or, in the reasonable opinion
of your instructor, are unable to maintain control of your vehicle.

6. Language of instruction
All instruction and communication by instructors and other staff on-site will take
place in English.

when it is received by us in writing. The following charges will be payable per
participant cancelling calculated from the date your written notice of cancellation
is received;

7. Insurance
We consider comprehensive travel insurance to be essential. The policy you
purchase must include cover for the driving and other activities you will
participate in while at the Ice Academy. Such a policy is available from
zerotwonine. Please read your policy details carefully and take them with you to
the Ice Academy. It is your responsibility to ensure that the insurance cover you
purchase is suitable and adequate for your particular needs including any
pre-existing medical conditions.

• Date of booking up to 84 days prior to scheduled arrival at the Ice Academy:
administration fee of €50

8. Travel arrangements not included in your Experience
It is your responsibility to ensure you arrive at Arvidsjaur Airport on the applicable
date in order to participate in your Experience and to make all flight and other
travel arrangements required in order to do so. zerotwonine may be able to assist
you with these arrangements. However, any flight or other travel booking which
zerotwonine may make on your behalf does not form part of your Experience
booking. No refunds in respect of unused services can be made in the event of
your delayed arrival or failure to arrive at the Ice Academy for your Experience
due to flight or other transport delays or cancellation or other difficulties. Please
ensure that your personal travel insurance provides cover for this eventuality.
9. Passport and visa requirements
It is your responsibility to ensure you have a valid passport and any required visa
or other travel documents to enable you to gain entry to Sweden. You must also
comply with all applicable immigration and customs requirements.

In the event of cancellation of your booking for breach of or failure to comply with
the participation requirements before your arrival at the Ice Academy,
cancellation charges as shown in clause 11 will apply and no refunds,
compensation or expenses will be paid. In the event of termination of your
participation or further participation on or after your arrival at the Ice Academy for
breach of or failure to comply with the participation requirements, no refund will
be made of the booking cost of your Experience and no compensation, damages
or expenses will be paid. You may be required to leave the Ice Academy prior to
the scheduled end of your Experience in which case, you will be responsible for all
costs and expenses involved in doing so (including without limitation, the cost of
any transfer to the airport and any charges involved in rearranging any flight(s). No
refunds will be made in respect of any unused services and no compensation or
damages will be paid.

EU citizens in possession of a passport issued by the authorities of the EU country
in which the citizen is resident do not require a visa for entry into Sweden. Citizens
of non EU countries and EU citizens who are not travelling on a passport issued by
the authorities of the EU must check passport and visa requirements with the
Swedish embassy or consulate of their country of residence prior to booking.

5. Clothing
The temperatures at the Ice Academy may fall to -30°C or lower. Please ensure
you bring the correct warm and weatherproof clothing. Please also bring suitable
footwear for the driving part of the Ice Academy Experience which will ensure
optimum contact and feeling for the brake and accelerator pedals under the
soles of your feet. Jaguar Land Rover and/or zerotwonine will not be providing
participants with clothing or footwear and it is therefore your sole responsibility
to bring the necessary items with you. For a list of recommended clothing, please
refer to the FAQ section on the Ice Academy website.

If you are unable to take your Experience, you may transfer your booking to
someone else providing that person satisfies the participation requirements and
we are advised of the change not less than 7 days prior to your scheduled arrival
at the Ice Academy. An administration fee of €50 per person will be payable in
the event of a transfer.

10. Changes by you to your Experience booking
In the event that you need to make any changes to your booking, please contact
us as soon as possible. We will endeavour to assist where we can. A request to
change the date of your Experience will be treated as a cancellation of your
original booking resulting in the payment of cancellation charges in addition to the
cost of the new booking. An administration fee of €50 per change will be payable
where a requested change can be made.

11. Cancellation by you of your Experience booking
Should you need to cancel your Experience booking after confirmation, you must
immediately advise us in writing. Your notice of cancellation will only be effective

• Between 83 days and 56 days prior to scheduled arrival at the Ice Academy:
cancellation charge of 50% of the total cost of the Experience and any optional
activities booked
• Less than 56 days days prior to scheduled arrival at the Ice Academy:
cancellation charge of 100% of the total cost of the Experience and any optional
activities booked
12. Change or cancellation by us of your Experience booking
It is possible that we may have to cancel or change your Experience booking after
confirmation or to make changes to the Ice Academy. Changes will usually be
minor and will not have any material effect on your Ice Academy Experience.
Minor changes include the alteration of the advertised order of the activities in
your itinerary or substitution with others of a broadly similar nature and different
models of vehicles being available to drive to those advertised. We may not be
aware of the need for a change in advance of your arrival at the Ice Academy and/
or they may arise during the course of your Experience given the exceptional
conditions in which the Ice Academy operates. Changes to and cancellation of
your Experience booking may also become necessary as a result of force majeure
or where the minimum number of bookings required to operate any particular Ice
Academy Experience has not been received by the applicable deadline.
In the event that adverse or unsuitable weather (including unseasonably warm
temperatures) leads to the lake being closed for safety reasons, we reserve the
right to offer alternative driving experiences, which do not take place on the
lake. This change will not entitle you to cancel your Experience booking without
paying the applicable cancellation charges. We may not be in a position to
advise you of the lake closure in advance of your arrival at the Ice Academy.
No refunds or compensation will be paid to the participants in this case and you
will not be entitled to cancel your booking without paying the applicable
cancellation charges.
In the event that your Experience has to be cancelled in advance of your arrival or
we have to make a significant change, which you are not prepared to accept, we
will, subject to availability, offer you a place on another Ice Academy Experience
of the same duration and itinerary. If we are unable to do so or you cannot take
that offer, we will provide you with a full refund of the money you have paid us for
your Experience booking. Where a change or cancellation has to be made as a
result of unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the
consequences of which we could not have avoided even with all due care or as a
result of the lack of the required minimum number of bookings, we will have no
other liability to you. Without limitation, we will not be responsible for the cost of
any flight booking or other arrangements made in connection with your
Experience booking.
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13. Force majeure
In these terms, force majeure means any event which we or the supplier of the
service(s) in question could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid. In relation
to the Ice Academy, force majeure is most likely to involve adverse or unsuitable
weather conditions which result in the closure of the lake or inability to operate
the Ice Academy as advertised or at all. Force majeure may also involve, whether
actual or threatened, fire, terrorist activity, industrial dispute, natural or nuclear
disaster, epidemic, war, civil unrest and all other events outside our control or that
of the supplier whether taking place at or in the vicinity of the Ice Academy or
elsewhere. Except where otherwise expressly stated in these terms, no liability
can be accepted by zerotwonine, Jaguar Land Rover or any other party involved in
the operation of the Ice Academy in the event that the performance or prompt
performance of zerotwonine’s obligations under its contract with you is prevented
or affected by or you otherwise suffer any damage, loss or expense of any nature
as a result of force majeure.

services form part of your Experience. zerotwonine has no responsibility for
the acts and omissions of such suppliers whether or not they were at the time
performing contracted services.

14. Responsibility for your Ice Academy Experience
(a) Your safety is our highest priority but you acknowledge that the Ice Academy
Experience involves driving in exceptional circumstances where there are inherent
risks of damage to both you and your property. By making your booking, you are
taken to have acknowledged and accepted the inherent risks involved in the Ice
Academy Experience and, where booked, the optional activities.

(h) zerotwonine shall have no liability as the organiser of any package in
accordance with clause 14(g) for any damage which results from (i) the act(s)
and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected or

(g) Where you are resident in the UK or another member state of the EU when you
make your booking, your Ice Academy Experience will be a “package” in
accordance with the UK Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours
Regulations 1992 or equivalent legislation in the EU member state from which you
book. zerotwonine will be the organiser of that package and will be responsible for
the proper performance of the contracted services which are included in it subject
to the exclusions and limitations of liability referred to in this clause. Proper
performance requires the performance of the contracted services with
reasonable skill and care. Please note, any flight or other travel booking which
zerotwonine may make on your behalf as referred to in clause 8 does not form
part of your Experience package.

(ii) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party not connected with the provision
of the contracted services which form part of your Experience and which were
unforeseeable or unavoidable or (iii)force majeure.

(b) You agree that you share in the responsibility for your own safety and that
of others and of property by your own actions or conduct.

15. Financial protection

(c) In this clause, references to damage include without limitation, claims,
liabilities, death, personal injury, damage, expense and loss of any nature
whatsoever.

zerotwonine holds insurance cover which will ensure the refund of all pre-paid
sums in the event that your Ice Academy Experience cannot be provided due
to zerotwonine’s insolvency.

(d) Neither zerotwonine nor Jaguar Land Rover shall in any circumstances be liable
to you to the extent any damage arises or is increased or contributed to as a result
of your breach of or failure to comply with these terms or otherwise due to your
act(s) or omission(s) or as a result of force majeure as referred to in clause 13.

16. Complaints

(e) zerotwonine and Jaguar Land Rover shall be respectively liable for death or
personal injury caused by their own negligence or that of their employees and for
any damage where and to the extent liability for that damage cannot be excluded
by law. Except where otherwise expressly stated in these terms, zerotwonine and
Jaguar Land Rover otherwise exclude liability for any damage to the maximum
extent permitted by law whether liability arises in contract, tort (including
negligence), under statute or otherwise. Neither zerotwonine nor Jaguar Land
Rover shall have any liability for any indirect, special or consequential damage of
any nature whatsoever or for any damage which, on the basis of the information
given to us prior to confirmation of the booking, we could not have foreseen you
would suffer or incur if we breached our contract with you. Additionally, neither
zerotwonine nor Jaguar Land Rover shall be liable for any damage, which is related
to or connected with any business including without limitation, loss of profit,
earnings, revenue, contracts, business opportunities, reputation or goodwill.
(f) Except where sub-clause 14(g) applies, zerotwonine’s obligations under its
contract with you are limited to the proper selection of the suppliers whose

In the event you consider there is any deficiency in the provision of your Ice Academy
Experience or otherwise have any reason to complain, please advise the on-site
manager at the Ice Academy as soon as possible. They will take all appropriate steps
to deal with any issue raised with a view to resolving it to your satisfaction. In the
event that you remain dissatisfied and/or wish to pursue the matter further after the
end of the Ice Academy Experience, please provide full details of your complaint in
writing to the on-site manager at the time. Please also contact zerotwonine by
e-mail to jlriceacademy@029-travel.com with these details as soon as you
reasonably can and in any event within 30 days of the end of your Experience.
No liability can be accepted for any complaint or claim (except as referred to in
this clause) which is not notified as set out above. No exclusion of liability applies
to any claim, which involves death, personal injury or illness caused by the
negligence of the party concerned. However, failure to notify any such claim in
accordance with this clause may affect or prejudice your ability to demonstrate
that it is a valid and justified claim.
17. Vehicle Fleet
Vehicles shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be available to
drive on the day.

18. Use of image
You agree that any photographs taken or images captured during the Driving
Experience may be used for the documentation of the event and/or future
marketing/promotional purposes.
19. Governing law and place of jurisdiction
We both agree that German law (and no other) will apply to your contract and to
any dispute, claim or other matter of any description which arises between us.
We both also agree that any claim must be dealt with by the Courts Germany only.
20. Privacy and usage of data collected
By agreeing to these terms, you consent to your personal data provided
through the Jaguar or Land Rover websites or directly to zerotwonine being stored
in a central database administered by zerotwonine GmbH and processed by
zerotwonine. zerotwonine GmbH may only process and use your personal data to
make and manage your booking for the Jaguar Land Rover Ice Academy (such as,
but not limited to, providing hotel rooming lists and special dietary requirements)
and as referred to in this clause.
You consent to the processing of your personal data by Jaguar Land Rover
Limited. Jaguar Land Rover will use any information collected about you to
inform you via email, telephone or post about any new products or services and
improve its service (unless you have indicated an objection to being contacted
by ticking the box on the 'Data Privacy Agreement' section of the online booking
form). Your data will be dealt with in accordance with the UK Data Protection
Act 1998. Your information will only be disclosed to Jaguar Land Rover, it’s
affiliated or associated companies, agencies, dealers or companies providing
services for your benefit. If you wish to check, update or rectify the data you
have voluntarily given us, please contact Jaguar Land Rover Administration on
+44 (0) 800 110 110.
Any personal data, which you provide to zerotwonine in connection with any flight
or other travel booking or the purchase of travel insurance is the responsibility
of zerotwonine and is subject to zerotwonine’s separate privacy policy.
21. Final Provisions
No statement, promises or inducements made by any party hereto, which is
not contained in this written contract, shall be valid or binding; and this Terms
and Conditions may not be enlarged, modified or altered except in writing.
If any provision of this Terms and Conditions is determined to be unenforceable
by any court of competent jurisdiction it shall be deemed to have been deleted
without affecting the remaining provisions.

